Praise for Jim Abbatt and A2B Excellence

I recently formed part of the core team for a Finance Rapid Improvement Event led by Jim.
The process was excellent, allowing us to target the key areas that required improvement,
and then applying a logical fix to the problems. I found Jim to be dedicated, extremely
efficient, and I was impressed with his ability to manage the varying opinions and
personalities in the core team. I would highly recommend Jim's work to any business that
wants to cut out waste.
Simon Jeffery ACMA, Business Accounting Manager at Transport for London

Jim is a business delivery focused management consultant with a wealth of experience
within LEAN training, Belbin and Thomas International analysis/assessment to support
transformational change within different market sectors. Jim has worked with Toyota,
Airbus and Transport for London.
His understanding and support through a number of operational requirements was
exemplary. He is someone I would have no hesitation working with at any time in the
future and would welcome the opportunity to do so.
Neill Whittaker, Business Analyst at Sensible Automotive

Jim has been running a Lean training programme for us at London Underground Capital
Programmes Directorate and has achieved great results. I personally found Jim to be
affable right from the start and infectiously enthusiastic about the subject matter. He
genuinely believes in the benefits of applying Lean principles and has managed to convince
us likewise. I wish to thank Jim for the insights he has given us and have no hesitation in
recommending him to others who may be considering Lean training in their organisations.
Martin Cowell, Senior Project Manager at Thirtyone Three Consulting Ltd.

In the time I worked with Jim, I found him to be a very focused, professional individual
with the ability to develop, deliver and support lean implementation within the company.
He found an affinity with the shopfloor workers and front line managers which led to
successfully facilitating these groups to successful change projects.
Scott Henderson, Engineer, Leader, Lean trainer & consultant

